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Preface
This report is the result of the third years’ curriculum based work placement of the study
International Traffic Management at the NHTV in Breda. My research was conducted at the city
of Delft, a municipality in between Rotterdam and The Hague in the Netherlands.
During my internship I have been coached by Jan-Kees Verrest as my company supervisor at the
city of Delft and by Egbert Kalle as my NHTV supervisor.
Not only do I want to thank my NHTV coach Egbert Kalle, but also to Jan-Kees Verrest and the
other employees of the city of Delft who made the internship such an enriching experience.
I hope you will enjoy reading the report,
Jelle Mertens
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Summary
This report seeks to investigate, develop and plan the most suitable measures to increase
sustainable mobility within Delft, the measures need to be fully developed and (partly) in place by
2019 and fit in the budget of 250.000 euros.
The background of Delft has been described and the rising levels of CO2,, NO2 and NOX and this
results in global warming. The effects are noticeable and it is becoming surer that these effects
are related to the changing climate.
The role of the European Union and national government is significant and they make
regulations about characteristics of cars and can stimulate the use of eco-friendly vehicles. Cities
can change travel behaviour on a local scale by reducing the amount of kilometres travelled and
by promoting sustainable means of transport.
The tool EcoMobilityShift is used to determine strong and weak point in the sustainability of
Delfts mobility. For this three categories are used, enablers, transport system and results &
impacts. Delft has several strong and weak points that were used in the creation of the budget
goals.
Stakeholders have been determined, such as citizens, technological firms in Delft, research
institutes and YesDelft!. Also technological trends such as electrical cars, hydrogen cars, self
driving vehicles and open data have an influence on the chosen measures. The political needs
are specified on attention for innovation in Delft, accessibility to Delft South and for tourists and
to integrate the transport system.
The following six budget goals are determined to help rank the proposed measures.
1. Improvement of enablers, understanding user needs, monitoring and public
participation
2. Increase the share of low emission vehicles
3. Mobility management measures
4. Completing the integrated transport system including big data
5. Support field labs and Increase innovative city image
6. Create better accessibility
The measures considered are e-scooter sharing scheme, bike sharing scheme, sharing of
innovations (mobility house), green city Centre Shuttle, clean the cities fleet, increase of amount
of charging poles, budget for citizen initiatives, budget for company start-ups, publish data and a
long term parking facility
The four measures that are recommended are:
The mobility house, to allow research institutes and companies to try out innovation in Delft.
Publish of standardized open data, to allow for a more integrated transport system.
A budget for sustainable mobility company start-ups, to include local companies.
A green city centre shuttle, to increase accessibility for tourists while promoting Delft.
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Introduction
In the past years sustainability has been very important for most European Cities. The city of
Delft is also steering towards sustainability, but why and how? In this report will be described
what the city of Delft can do to shift towards sustainable mobility. In this first chapter a
background of delft will be given together with a description on why sustainability is important.
Following on this the assignment description, the goal of the assignment and the project
boundaries will be given.

Background Delft
Delft is a rather small-scale city with around one hundred thousand inhabitants. (City of Delft,
2015) Twenty per cent of all inhabitants of Delft are students at the University of Technology
Delft and another 3,3 per cent is studying at The Hague University of Applied Sciences and
InHolland University of Applied Sciences (City of Delft, 2015). These universities are often
involved in the development of the city and collaborate with other parties and the city on a
regular basis. Delft also accommodates housing for a big group of low-income residents working
in Delft, Rotterdam or The Hague. This diversity in the population allows Delft to be a vibrant
city, but also brings some challenges. Next to the educational facilities, Delft has over 700
knowledge firms with over 16.000 employees (City of Delft, 2015). Some of these companies,
like 3M, DSM and Deltares, are world leader in their business.
Delft is very well connected with Rotterdam-The Hague, there is a cycle highway, a fast rail
connection and is connected by the two highways; A4 and A13. One of the biggest projects in
Delft at the moment is Spoorzone; the complete railway station has been put underground, first
with one tunnel for two tracks, later with two tunnels with four tracks. The area that will come
available above ground will be used for new infrastructure, housing, working and even
recreation.
Also supported by Delft is the use of living labs within the city. These are initiatives from the
market that can find their first practical try-out in Delft, hopefully leading to a mutual benefit for
the companies and the city. One of the successful examples is the city distribution within Delft,
the idea is to bundle streams going into the city and therefor reduce the amount of service vans
driving into the city, this service is carried out by smaller electrical vehicles.

Reason for sustainability
In December 2015, 195 countries signed the Paris agreement, stating that global average
temperature should stay well below 2 0C and the increase of sea temperature should be limited
to 1,5 0C. The global emissions should also peak as soon as possible and rapid reductions should
take place after. Why is the changing climate such an important discussion and what can cities
do on a local scale to contribute to global goals?
One of the reasons for a shift towards sustainability is the greenhouse effect, to explain this
knowledge is needed of what composition of air is, and what is changing. Dry air in the earth’s
atmosphere consists for 99,96% out of three main substances, 78,08% is Nitrogen (N2), 20,95%
is Oxygen (O2) and 0,93% is Argon (AR). A much smaller part is Carbon dioxide (CO2) with
0,04%, the remaining five gasses, Neon, Helium, Krypton, Hydrogen and Xenon are combine
0,00245%. (UIGI, 2016) All of these gases are needed for life on earth, Nitrogen makes it possible
for amino and nucleic acids to develop, Oxygen is used by breathing and in the metabolism of
living organisms and Carbon is needed to allow for temperatures to be so, that the earth is
liveable.
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Carbon and methane are greenhouse gasses that reduce the amount of warmth from the sun
being reflected back outside the earth’s atmosphere. Without any of these gasses the average
temperature on earth would be -180C (NASA, 1998), instead of nowadays 150C. So Carbon
Dioxide is not necessarily bad for life on
earth, it is even necessary for humans to
live on earth. During the 17th century the
combustion engine was developing and
eventually lead to the industrial
revolution, since than more work was
done by machines. These combustion
engines would later also provide power to
the grid and be built into motor vehicles.
These engines create power but also
produce an amount of CO2. This extra and
unnatural way of producing CO2 is
expected to be the cause of the relatively
high concentration of CO2 in the air. (See
Figure 1)
Figure 1; Carbon Dioxide (Source; Robert A. Rohde, 2009)

In 1938 Guy Callendar showed that the average temperature on the earth had risen together
with the concentration of CO2. At
this time this research was seen as
very controversial and not believed
by many scientists. (Ed Hawkins,
2013) In between 1938 and 1972
more support came for the findings
of Callendar and in 1972 the first UN
environment conference took place
in Stockholm. In 1988 the
intergovernmental panel on climate
change (IPCC) was formed and is
aiming to collect evidence for
climate change and that the
increasing amount of CO2 leads to
increasing temperatures. Since 1880
the average temperature in the
world has raised 0,850C, as seen in Figure 2 in some places the temperature was even higher.

Figure 2; Temperature change (source; IPCC, 2013)

This temperature raise seems really small, but the effects on the environment are expected to be
big. The effects of climate change are really hard to measure, but the IPCC regularly releases
reports that show aspects together with the level on confidence that this is caused by increasing
share of greenhouse gases.
In 2014 the IPCC released their latest report on the impacts, adaptation, and vulnerability
caused by the climate change. The following paragraphs are a description on what the IPCC
published in this paper. On a global scale with high confidence can be stated that the growth of
glacial laces, change of thermal structure in the waters and earlier timing of spring activities are
directly related to the higher share of greenhouse gases.
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Also on local scale agriculture and forestry are changing in Europe, but also the heat related
mortality in Europe has an upward trend. Easier visible is the effect the change already has on
human activities such as artic expeditions or even alpine activities in the lower Alps. The glaciers
that are still excising are decreasing every year and the height from where the snow lays on the
ground is going up. All of these local factors are with medium confidence related as effect of the
climate change.
One of the really important factors of climate change, the rising sea level can according to the
IPCC not be seen as a trend yet and does not get a level of confidence yet that this is related to
the increasing.
These changes do already have a big effect on the earth and for some of them the evidence that
they are caused by human influence is significant. In the upcoming years effects are expected to
become bigger and have more influence on life on earth. Because of these reasons it is needed
that we change our behaviour and have less of an influence on the earths atmosphere by
reducing the amount of CO2.
Another aspect that can be considered as influencing factor on sustainability is the use and reuse
of (consumable) goods. The earth has a limited amount of resources, with a worldwide growing
demand this needs to be managed. Raw materials are getting less and a trend towards reuse and
recycling of products can prevent scarcity.
Another aspect of sustainability can be the independency of a city, country or area. When a place
can provide food, water and electricity for itself, the change that this area will have a shortage of
resources will be less.
The European union is focusing on these two aspects and has created a list of critical raw
materials. These are raw materials of which the EU tracks the supply and ensures it fits the
demand. Also the origin of this raw material is taken into account and it is tried to be as
independent as possible, a overview of critical material is shown in figure 3.
Apart from the three meanings above there are a lot more definitions for sustainability. In this
report from the three aspects mentioned above, the amount of CO2 produced will be leading
performance indicator for sustainability. This because mobility on a local scale is easiest to
measure according to CO2 levels.

Figure 3; list of critical raw materials (Source; European Union, 2013)
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Trends towards sustainability
The Paris agreement of late 2015 is an indicator that there is a current trend towards
sustainability, inhabitants and governments are aware of the upcoming risks and try to prepare
themselves as good as possible for the future. But what can cities do, to create more awareness
amongst people and to reduce the CO2 emissions. In this subchapter a description will be given
on the European Unions policy and the Dutch polity. These are leading for local changes and will
have a big effect. Furthermore the role of cities, as is expected by the Dutch government, will be
scribed.
The European Union makes regulations for new manufactured vehicles, such as CO2 limits per
kilometres. This way CO2 emissions per vehicles per kilometre are reduced and therefor make
transportation by cars cleaner. Also a percentage of bio-fuel that needs to be mixed with petrol
and diesel will influence the sustainability.
The national government can make taxation rules, if a car is heavier or more polluting, it costs
more sales and road tax. This is one of the promotion tools for residents to by more eco friendly
cars and therefore pollute less in the cities itself. The Dutch government is also planning to
introduce a kilometre dependent road tax. This is expected to reduce the total amount of
kilometres by 15 per cent.
In 2013 the Dutch ministry of infrastructure and the environment have released a document
about what cities and provinces can do to reduce the CO2 from traffic and transport. Three main
goals are given that cities can use to reduce the emissions from mobility in a city, these are the
reduction of mobility, using vehicles more efficient and the use of less polluting vehicles. These
goals can either be realised by changing the fleet of the city, or inhabitants can be stimulated to
adapt. These goals and boundaries will be taken into account in this research.

Goal and boundaries
Delft is a city with many cyclists and good train and tram connections to nearby cities. In the
traffic and transport plan for the city of Delft, measures are named that should help develop the
mobility in Delft even more. Also initiatives and innovations from Delft University of Technology,
The Hague University of Applied Sciences, InHolland University of Applied Sciences and other
research institutes are regularly supported by the city of Delft.
The traffic and transport plan is a long-term document for the period between 2005 and 2020.
In between investment plans are created for a period of four years, at the moment that is the
investment plans 2016 – 2019. Within this plan there are measures described to improve
accessibility, especially in Technopolis. Also measures are described to improve micro
accessibility in the city centre, improve the flow of traffic, renew street signs and to improve to
public transport stops. For all of these measures together a sum of 1.550.000 euros is reserved.
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As last program of the investment plan a budget is reserved for sustainable transport. This is a
budget of 250.000 euros and does not have a clear set of measures defined yet. This research
seeks to find the most suitable set of measures possible that contribute to sustainable mobility.
To define what is most suitable the time and money budget need to be taken into account, but
also the political needs and technological developments. The goal of the research is formulated
as following:
To investigate, develop and plan the most suitable measures to increase sustainable mobility within
Delft, the measures need to be fully developed and (partly) in place by 2019 and fit in the budget of
250.000 euros.
As mentioned in the goal, the measure needs to be developed and at least partly in place by
2019, that is because the money is reserved for this time period. There is also political need to
have a sustainable mobility measure in place by than; the elections for the new city council is
already in 2018.

Research questions and research model
The model below described the different research steps, which will be taken. First of all a review
will be made with the most important aspects of the vision of Delft and the metropolis
Rotterdam-The Hague. After this a STEEP analysis on the current situation in Delft will be
performed together with a review on the progress towards sustainable mobility within Delft.
Also a description will be given with the projects where Delft is currently working on. On the
right in the middle the box can be seen with literature study to sustainable mobility. Here the
term sustainable mobility will be described and good practices will be looked for.
After these research steps a SWOT will be performed to determine in what sectors the highest
potentials lay for development. This can be in areas where Delft is not up to the standard, or
where it can deploy even more because of the opportunities it has. With determining the
opportunities a stakeholder analysis will
be performed in the form of a brainstorm
to determine who could contribute to
developing the best solutions for Delft.
In the next steps will be looked at
possibilities how to finance the measures.
Looked will be at both the possibilities for
Grants as for possibilities for co-finance
out of the private sector. After all the
steps have been carried out a set of
measures will be proposed. The measures
will be chosen making use of a MCA and
in collaboration with advisor urban
mobility.
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During the research all of the question will need to be answered. The main question for this
report is: What measures, which fit within the given (time) budget, contribute on the most suitable
way to the development of sustainable mobility in Delft
1. What vision does Delft and the metropolis region Rotterdam-The Hague have on the
subject of sustainable mobility?
a. What is considered sustainable mobility in the city of Delft?
b. Where does Delft want to be considering sustainable mobility in 2020 and
beyond?
c. Where does the MRDH wants to be in 2020 and beyond?
2. What is the current position of Delft, both in general as in sustainable mobility?
a. What are the main characteristics of Delft and what is the political situation?
b. How sustainable can de transport system in Delft be considered?
c. What are innovative measures or approaches towards measures used in
Delft?
3. What is sustainable mobility, what are good examples and what are recent trends in
this field?
a. What can be considered sustainable mobility?
b. What needs to be done to make transport sustainable?
c. What are innovative examples of sustainable mobility?
4. What measures are most suitable based on the vision, political climate, the current
situation and the current progress in various projects?
a. In what sector does the transport system of Delft lack sustainability?
b. In what sector is Delft already very good on the way with sustainability?
c. In what sector is the most political support and needs for sustainable
mobility?
5. Which 3rd parties can be involved in the creation and / or implementation of the
measures?
a. What third parties might have an interest in developing sustainable mobility
measures?
b. How can these companies be attracted to participate?
6. What parties can financially contribute to the measures for sustainable mobility in
Delft?
a. Is there interest from a third party in co-financing a measure?
b. Are there any grants possibilities for certain measures?
7. Which measures, taking the current situation, vision, budget, political support and
the time budget into account, will contribute the most suitable to sustainable
mobility?
a. What are the possibilities for sustainable mobility measures?
b. What measure or set of measures will be the most beneficial and best fitting
for Delft?
c. What measures can get the most political support and how?
8. How will the chosen measure(s) be carried out?
a. What is expected, when, from which stakeholder?
b. How does the financial statement of the measure look like?
c. What phases does the project have?
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Readers guide
In this first introductory chapter the background of the city of Delft is described together with
the need for a shift towards sustainability and the assignment itself. In the second chapter the
current situation of Delft will be described, together with an analysis on EU and Dutch policy and
their effect of sustainability in Delft. Here also the vision of Delft is described to determine the
gap in between vision and planned projects.
In the third chapter the information gained in the second chapter will be used to create goals for
Delft. After the goals are determined opportunities are described based on possible
stakeholders, technological innovations and political needs. These opportunities are translated
into a measure catalogue in the fourth chapter. Here several measures will be described, what
they are, what goal they contribute to, who possible stakeholders might be and how it will be
paid.
In the fifth chapter decisions need to be made on what measures are, based on contribution to
the goals, political needs and the time and money budget, the most suitable for Delft. This
decision will be coordinated with a MCA to determine the effects of the measures, the deputy
major and the governmental employees of the city of delft.
In the 6th chapter a detailed plan will be presented on how these measures will be implemented.
This includes the implementation steps & time plan, monitoring plan, stakeholder analysis and
financial statement. In the last chapter conclusions based on the process will be given.
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2. Delfts mobility
In this chapter a more detailed view on sustainability in Delft will be given, together with their
vision and the progress in sustainable mobility. If the vision and the current policy are
compared, a gap will be found that needs to be filled with sustainable mobility measures.

Delft sustainability
In total 507 Kton CO2 was produced within Delft in 2011. Of this, traffic and transport was
responsible for 33 per cent. As mentioned before, there are a lot of students living in Delft. This
high share of students also results in a favourable modal split. Within Delft 52 per cent of all
trips were carried out by bike and another 21 per cent by foot. This leaves 2 per cent by public
transport, 23 per cent by car and another 2 per cent by other means of transport. (Delft
Energieneutraal, 2013) Comparing this to other cities with a similar scale Delft does really good
in sustainable transport means.
Because of this modal split Delft performs really well when looking at CO2 produced by traffic,
without taking the highways into account. In this case Delft produces 0,46 ton CO2 per person
per year and is there for the 12th best scoring municipality out of 404 municipalities in the
Netherlands. Taking the highways into account (the A4 and A13 are within the city boundaries)
Delft produces 1,32 ton CO2 per person and is number 149. The ministry of Infrastructure and
the environment of the national government released a report that advises municipalities to not
take motorways into account when calculating the local emissions. In the most recent
measurements of Delft this has been taken into account.
In the figure below the CO2 production can be seen for households, companies and traffic &
transport. It is seen that the CO2 rates for traffic and transport have decreased from 60 to 58 in
these six years.

Figure 5; CO2 development between 2008-2014 (source; Statistic overview, Delft 2015)

Current projects
Two sustainability projects that are named in the document Energy Neutral Delft 2050 are
urban distribution and Ekolectric. Urban distribution is cooperation with PostNL and aims to
make more efficient use of the capacity of vans driving into the city centre and at the same time
making the vans more environmentally friendly. To make this possible a distribution point is
created near exit 9 of the A13, where delivery vans can leave their packages for the urban
distribution to deliver. Urban distribution will then try to fill up small electrical vehicles as
much as possible so that as least as possible movements are needed. The urban distribution
vehicles will also pick up garbage back from the city, so that the vehicles are filled both ways
(Maatwerkdistributie, 2015).
The other initiative is Ekolectric by Accenda in cooporation with The Hague University of
Applied Sciences and the University of Technology Delft, an initiative to replace an old
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combustion engine with an electrical engine. This way cars are recycled and used with cleaner
engines.
There is budget for the improvement of the accessibility and liveability of routes toward
Technopolis, Delft. The route needs to become faster for cyclists and the two roads will be
changed for lower speeds.
Apart from this there is the Cycle Action Plan, this document is bundling all measures for
improving or maintaining the cycle infrastructure in Delft. The Cycle Action Plan is formed for
the period between 2005 and 2020. Plans regarding infrastructure, parking, education and
monitoring are described in the plan.
In the investment plan for the period 2016-2019 also special attention goes to the micro
accessibility of the inner city. Currently the inner city can be accessed both by bike and by
pedestrians. Normally cyclists adapt their speed and behaviour when the pedestrian area is
busy. To improve this a budget is reserved for micro accessibility.
Also two projects are being carried out on short term for the public transport in Delft. This
includes a measure to prepare for a future tram line towards Delfgauw and the tram stop at
Martinus Nijhofflaan will be moved so that the stop served the shops around and the
neighbourhood better. The public transport in Delft is tendered out on a higher scale and
therefor the city does not have direct influence in the public transport in the city.
The MRDH has a budget for self-driving vehicles within the metropolitan area. The University of
Technology Delft has applied with a SURF project, that is investigating the impacts of electrical
self-driving vehicles, to this subsidy and will seek for cooperation to set up a field lab. This way
the project can be financially subsidized while the vehicle in development can be used for
challenges in the region.
All of these projects are already in progress and therefore they are not to be considered in this
budget. The budget is meant to implement new project and not support already excising projects
and initiatives.

Delft sustainability vision
Most cities nowadays have their own sustainability plan where they describe what they want to
reach regarding sustainability. Every city has their own approach to this theme, but also
different goals. A goal of a city can in general be three different things, either CO2 neutral, energy
neutral or environmentally neutral.
Another factor that can vary between cities is the term in which they would like to accomplish
this goal. Delft wants to be energy neutral by 2050. To reach this they have three goals in
between, 15 per cent CO2 reduction by 2012, 35 per cent by 2020 and 50 per cent by 2030. All of
these reductions are relatively to the base year 1990. Apart from goal about CO2 reduction there
are goals for the use and origin of energy.

Sustainability of passenger transport
In this part the sustainability of the transport system will be reviewed based on the
EcoMobilityShift method. This is a tool created within a European project in cooperation with
partners as the Local Governments for Sustainability in Bonn, Germany, Napier University in
Edinburgh, UK, Mobiel 21, Leuven, Belgium and Mobycon in Delft, Netherlands. The goal is to
allow cities to assess their eco mobility performance. The tool exists of two parts, the selfassessment and the audit. In agreement with the city of Delft, chosen is to only perform the selfassessment and to verify this internally
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The tool is only based on passenger transport and not on goods. Therefore the sustainability of
goods transport within Delft will be described separately. The assessment for passenger traffic
is subdivided into three parts, enablers, the transport system & services and the results &
impacts. In total 20 indicators are being described.
This tool is used for the assessment because it gives the most compete and accurate view on
sustainable mobility in a city. Because of the special focus on sustainability it suits better to the
purpose of this assignment than other comparison tools such as UNEP or the SUMP tool.
Enablers
Understanding User needs
Two methods are being used by the city of Delft to gather data from inhabitant; this data will be
used to make analyses of the needs and monitor changes and developments.
The first tool used by Delft is the DIP, Delft Information Panel; this is a group of over 2.500
members that are asked for their opinion or behaviour on a regular basis. Since 2002 they have
been asked to carry out a survey 37 times, this comes down to an average of two to three times a
year. The reason for the survey, the results and information about what the city is going to do
with these results can be found on their website. Over the last years many different subjects
have been surveyed, examples are a survey for bike theft, where the city aimed to found out how
many people were victim of bike theft and if they reported this to the police. Another example is
a survey for city marketing, where the city aimed to find out how residents think about Delft and
where they are particularly proud of. Last mobility survey has been carried out in 2014 and gave
insight in modal split for several destinations and purposes of their trips.
The DIP tool is very effective for the city to get a good view on people their behaviour and about
the opinion of residents about a topic. The tool and its results are publicly available and all
residents can participate. The tool is also actively promoted by the use of coupons that are given
away on lottery base.
A more open method used is the Omnibusenquete. This is a questionnaire of over 75 questions
where residents can fill in their opinion about all aspects of the city. On this questionnaire the
city is not looking for a specific subject but in general what the residents think and where
improvements can be made. This questionnaire is also an important factor on assessing
development and results from policy. The last questionnaire has been carried out in 2013, the
results of these questionnaires are published on the website in fact sheets.
Participation
A governmental institution can try to understand the needs of residents and integrate this in the
plans, but a government can also chose to actively engage citizens, get insight in their ideas for
new developments and let them decide on certain aspects. In 2005 Delft started with active
participation by involving residents in an early stage about future policy.
Residents can do this on several different ways, they can make a proposal for the city council
about what they think will help the city further, they can be involved in plans in early stages and
give their comments and they can contribute to city council meetings. Here they can inform the
council with relevant information why a policy needs to be changed, kept or put in place.
Finance for sustainable mobility
The finance score is determined by the percentage of the transport budget being dedicated to
sustainable modes of transport within the city of Delft. Currently, the investment plan for
mobility for the time period 2016-2019 is in use. This plan has six main subjects with several
measures for each of these subjects. The first one is giving a boost to Technopolis Delft; this is a
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new city part that should attract technology firms. For this goal five measures are planned, one
involves the improvement of car accessibility towards the TIC by promoting an alternative route
for bikes. At the Jaffalaan cars have difficulties crossing the cycle paths, during the day so many
cyclists use this intersection that traffic needs to be regulated by a traffic controller. The other
four measures are a cycle highway towards Zoetermeer, separate cycle route on the Schieweg
and to create a low density of cars on the Julianalaan west and the middle of the Julianalaan. A
second part is being invested for micro accessibility. This budget will be used to improve the
accessibility by foot (and bike) of the inner city. As third subject the traffic flow on two locations
will be improved for cars and the Brasserskade will be newly designed. Furthermore a budget is
reserved for sighing, two public transport stops and a budget for sustainable mobility. In total
69,5 per cent of the budget for the period 2016-2019 will be for sustainable transport modes.
Monitoring, evaluation and review
One of the monitoring tools is the Delfts Internet Panel, the outcomes are often surveys that are
carried out on regular basis. The outcome of these panels can therefore be used for monitoring
of the city strategy. By mean of these surveys the modal split can for instance be monitored and
the CO2 emissions can be calculated from this.
Transport system and services
Planning
Within Delft most new developments consider sustainability and sustainable modes of
transport. Nieuw Delft (Spoorzone) is the biggest project in Delft at the moment. The train
station is put under the ground and the land that becomes free because the tracks are under the
ground can be newly developed. The new residents can access their house really easily by train,
tram, bus and bike. But also the car accessibility will be important, although the car will be guest
on the streets. Technopolis is one of the examples where sustainable accessibility did not have
the highest priority. This new area is close the A13, but with just one bus line through the middle
not very well connected to public transport. The new tramline 19, which should be in place by
2019, will improve this by adding another stop and decreasing the travel time from the station
of Delft.
Car free and low speed areas
The division of area with a low speed or car
free zones and distributor roads is made; all
the distributor roads are made to connect the
neighbourhoods and motorways. The
neighbourhoods themselves are low speed
zones, where cars are allowed to drive 15 or
30 km/h. In the inner city there is a car free
area. Even though the percentage has not
been measured it is estimated that more than
60 per cent is low speed or car free. This is
based on the following map, these are the
distributor roads and the other roads will be
residential roads. Cameras strictly enforce the
car free areas of Delft, the low speed areas are
enforced with use of speed bumps and other
Figure 6; Distributor roads Delft (Source, LVVP)
traffic calming measures.
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Information provision
Within Delft and the metropolitan region Rotterdam-The Hague there are no specific
applications that provide travellers with information of their travel. When travellers would like
information on slow means of traffic there are other national wide tools such as 9292OV.nl. On
this site a multimodal trip can be planned with all means of public transport.
For the trains, busses and trams the travel planner of the specific operator or via the 9292OV
site or app. Green wheels and OV-Fiets are not included in this app and need to be approached
from their specific sites. Also park and ride facilities in Delft, or other cities, are not included.
This means that the app is only for complete public transport trips and is not able to advise a
multimodal trip. On the street there is dynamic, solar powered information at the bus stops to
provide travellers with information about when next bus or tram is approaching.
Mobility management
The term mobility management in short is related to steering people to act different and
therefore positively influence the mobility market. Most of the mobility management measures
are initiatives of higher governments such as the province or national initiatives.
One of the national mobility management measures that have effect in Delft can be considered
the OV-Fiets that provides travellers a last mile solution from the train station towards their
destination. Another type of sharing is the Greenwheels, shared car that are for rent. They are
not only standing at train station and provide travellers the option to use the car, even when
they do not own a car or when someone is carrying out the first part of the trip by another mean
of transport. Both of these sharing initiatives are rather inflexible in the hiring period and hand
in places. OV-Fiets is only available at stations and can only be rented for a whole day and not a
part of a day. It is also rather expensive to hand in an OV-Fiets at another station than where it is
first rented. For the Greenwheels counts the same regarding the hand in place, but the cars can
also be rented per hour.
Other examples of Mobility Management are the promotion of flex working, where employers
are stimulated to allow employees to work at home a certain amount of days per week or month.
Already small reductions of commuting traffic have effect on congestions on the motorways and
inside of the cities. Employees of the city of Delft are allowed to work at home one day a week,
and they therefore contribute to fewer movements.
Carpooling is also a method of mobility management, increasing the occupation degree of each
individual car will lead to a reduction of the amount of cars needed to transport the same
amount of people. In Delft there are two specified carpool places, one on each side of the city
(parkeerlijn, 2016). They accommodate space near motorways so that commuters can share one
car, reducing costs and decreasing the amount of vehicles on the motorway.
Parking
Delft has an integral parking policy that restricts short stay visitors from parking on the street
and facilitates them with parking places in parking garages. Most of the city is regulated parking,
depending on the place it is restricted to residents, hourly payment or only for day ticket
holders.
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Figure 7; parking times in the city of Delft (City of Delft, 2013)

Compared to other cities Delft has a reasonable expensive tariff for parking on the streets. The
tariff for street parking is 3,00 per hour, and therefore more expensive than for example
Groningen, Eindhoven and Leiden (City of Delft, 2016). In the parking garages of Delft this is a
bit cheaper, to attract car users. Four of the parking garages in the city are owned by the city of
Delft.
There is a park and ride facility at station Delft Zuid and another park and ride facility will be
built at the new parking garage at the station of Delft. Near the station Delft the temporary long
term parking Nijverheidsplein is available for park and ride until the new parking garage at the
station Delft is ready. At the highway A13 and A4 there are carpool places for commuters that
want to travel together.
Slow means of transport
The inner city of Delft is a car free zone and only allows people that are walking and cycling. This
means by foot or bike the transportation from door to door is possible here, while with other
means of transport this is not possible. The combination of pedestrians and cyclists in the city
centre means that cyclists will have to adapt their speed to the speed of the pedestrians if it is
busy. Even though this can be scary for some users, it seems to go very well in most cases. Delft
is aiming to increase the amount of 30-km per hour zones so that cars will have less of a
dominant role in the neighbourhoods. More space can become available for walking and cycling.
In Delft more people use the bike than people that are walking. To facilitate this high share of
cycling the city has a special policy paper with all the plans for cycling, the Cycle Action Plan
(Fietsactieplan). Here all plans for the cycling infrastructure are stated for the coming five years
of time.
The last publication with a review of the Delft cycle infrastructure derives from 2001 in the cycle
action plan. The strong points than were the density of Delft, the good safety for cyclists. Points
that were less good were the disruption because of other traffic and the low percentage of
dedicated cycle infrastructure (Fietsbalansscore, 2001). In 2010 the update for the cycle action
plan works further to improve these goals together with new challenges. One of these challenges
is the Spoorzone that changes the cycling structure in Delft.
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Public transport coverage, speed and Usability
The busses and trams that are driving in Delft are from different concession areas. The city
busses in Delft are being driven by Veolia and belong in the concession Haaglanden streek
(OVinNederland.nl, 2015). The busses and trams towards The Hague are being driven by HTM in
the concession area Haaglanden Stad. Finally the bus to Rotterdam is being driven by RET, in the
concession Rotterdam streek.
The coverage of the bus and tram network in the city of Delft is average for Dutch standards
with a bus stop every couple of streets. There are still some neighbourhoods such as the Rode
Kruis Buurt where public transport is not available and a distance up to 700 metres is needed to
reach a public transport stop.
The frequencies of the city lines of Delft is between 1 and 2 times per hour, except for the bus
line to the technical university. This one drives up to 8 times per hour in the morning peak, but
does not drive at night or in the weekends (OvinNederland.nl, 2016). The complete line schedule
can be found in appendix 1. The train connections from the station of Delft to Rotterdam and The
Hague are driving up to 10 times per hour, and from Delft Zuid four times per hour (NS.nl,
2015).
In 2017 it is proposed to remove a part of the line 62, so that the Voorhof will not be connected
anymore by the bus (MRHD, 2016). This is not for sure yet, since the city of Delft would like to
keep the line 62. This measure is result of the low usage of this line. Apart from this line there is
discussion about line 61 that is currently driving through the city centre of Delft. With removing
the line is that there is not a replacement that can be used for people that need to access the
inner city by bus, but a bus right through the car-free centre is also not the most desirable
situation.
Delft has a public transport system that is mostly focussing on the lines with the biggest
demands and these are driving relatively frequent. Other places in Delft are reachable by public
transport, but with a lower frequency and with some distance to cover after the final bus stop.
This can be the result of a cycle culture, because of that the public transport is not a need but a
supporting system apart from the bike and the car.
Low emission vehicle
In this category a distinction will be made between the vehicles of city residents and the vehicles
of the city of Delft. Four different kinds of vehicles are being distinguished for the cities fleet, the
person vehicle, van, truck and garbage collection truck. In 2006 the city of Delft had 7 person
cars, 100 vans, 28 trucks and 20 garbage trucks (CE Delft, 2006). The kilometres driven per
vehicle differ from 1.500 km per year up to 20.000 km per year. Bassed on the vehicle type,
annual kilometres, fuel type, vehicle age and fuel consumption the extent to which the vehicle
harms the environment will be determined.
In 2016 a new parking enforcement system was introduced where each car needs to be
registered with a parking permission based on their license plate. This is both for residents with
a fixed parking permit and for visitors that buy a ticket. A scan scar now driver through the
streets to check every car for permission. This scan car drives around the scan car drives with a
median of 104 km per dag over the period June 2015 until June 2016 a very high average. In this
year the car drove over 35.000 km only in the centre of Delft (TomTom Webfleet, 2016). This
vehicle is driving on diesel, while it would have great potential to be from a sustainable source.
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The other aspect of low emission vehicles is that one of the residents and what the share of
electrical vehicles is amongst them. In Delft 0,65 per cent of all cars are electrical, this is
compared to other municipalities reasonably good. The best scoring big city, Eindhoven, just
over 2,4 per cent of all cars have an electrical engine (RDW, 2015). The leading stimulation for
electrical cars is the amount of charging facilities (RVO, 2011). Delft has 43 charging facilities for
charging of electrical cars in the city (City of Delft, 2016), this amount should grow to facilitate
further growth.
Results and impacts
Modal split
In Delft the bicycle is by far the most important factor in de modal split. In 2014 a DIP has been
carried out and 1101 resonances have provided the city with data about their trips and with
what mean of transport these trips are carried out.
Of all trips made 52 per cent have been carried out by bike, 21 per cent by foot and 21 per cent
by car. The remaining 4 per cent are scooters, car passengers and public transport (DIP, 2015)
This score is very favourably and the total percentage of car is relatively low. Looking at
different destinations, the TU Delft, Technopolis is travelled to by bike 80 per cent and just 7 per
cent by car, also the inner city of Delft scores high with 61 per cent bike usage. The three
destinations with the most car usage are the Ikea (44 per cent), hospital Reinier de Graaf (38
per cent) and shopping Centre in de Hoven (25 per cent)
Safety
The last data about traffic safety in Delft originates out 2009, in this research the traffic
casualties in the province South Holland have been reviewed. In total there were 27 serious
casualties due to traffic of whom one died, another 105 casualties have been lightly injured
(monitor traffic safety, 2009).
Per 10.000 inhabitants 2,7 people were seriously injured or worse. Of the 27 severely injured in
Delft 9 were in a car, 6 on a scooter, 11 on the bike and 1 casualty was walking. The high amount
of cyclist can be explained by the high percentage of bike usage. Out of the severe casualties 17
were in a 50-km/h street and 3 in a 30km/h zone. The other was in the 70, 80 and 100 km/h
zones.
Compared to the Dutch average this is a low average. In that year in total 677 people were killed
in traffic and 9.310 were seriously injured (SWOV, 2009), in that year the Netherlands counted
16,5 million inhabitants. This comes down to an average of 6,05 seriously injured or fatalities
per 10.000 inhabitants.
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Greenhouse gases
To estimate the amount of greenhouse gasses produced within a city boarder there are different
kind of calculation methods. When the nota energy neutral Delft 2050 was created the CO2
produced within the city boarders was estimated to be 166 Kton per year (2011). The progress
report for the time 2012-2014 estimates the total produced CO2 for traffic and transport on 58
Kton in 2012.
The difference of 108 Kton can be explained by a different calculation method. The Dutch
Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment have created a handbook for cities how to
measure their local CO2 emissions.
In this handbook the cities are
advised not to take motorway
emission into consideration, this
because they do not have
influence on the CO2 on these
roads, but they do effect the end
result and therefor give a wrong
impression
about
CO2
performances of cities.
58kton produced within the city
boarders without taking the A13
into account comes down to 0.58
ton CO2 per city resident per year.
Compared to other cities in the
Netherlands this is a good score
for mobility emissions.
Figure 8; CO2 mobility per city (source; KPVV, 2013)

Air quality
For the air quality in the city two indicators are used, the NO2 and PM10 values of this city. The
European Union has made norms for these values, than are stated below;
−

−

PM10
Annual norm: 40 µg/m3
Day norm: 50 µg/m3, maximum of 35 times exceeded.
NO2
Annual norm: 40 µg/m3
Hour norm: 200 µg/m3, maximum of 18 times exceeded.

The world health organization advised different norms for PM10. They advise half of the values
of the EU, 20 µg/m3 as annual average and 25 µg/m3 as a daily max.
According to NSL monitoring there are less than 35 times per year that Delft exceeds the 40
µg/m3, and that the average is below 40 µg/m3. The concentration of NO2 is a numerous of times
exceeded aside of the A13. There are no points in the city where the average is too high.
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Results EcoMobilityShift
The following three diagrams give the schematic results of the EcoMobilityShift. Of the enablers
there is a sufficient amount of finance for eco mobility. This is determined based on the
percentage of the total spending on mobility that is related to sustainable means of transport. On
the other points, Delft can still improve. The indicators all have to do with the extend with which
the city has the good circumstances to implement sustainability measures.

Figure 9; Enablers (Source, EcomobilityShift)

In the transport system & service, there is more variety in the different indicators. The low
emission vehicles are lacking the most together with the mobility management services. Other
indicators such as parking measures and planning of new city areas are scoring really high.

Figure 10; Transport system & service (Source; EcoMobilityShift)
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The last category is the results & impacts and specifies the performance regarding effect,
regardless of how this is being reached. Here we see that the modal split is performing above
100 per cent of the score defined by EcoMobilityShift, the score of the modal split is depending
on the usage of the car. The safety conditions also score high, with a fatal accident rate of 2 in
2015 and 64 severe injuries. The local air has a window for improvements, it meets the
European Unions guidelines but not in all circumstances the advice of the world health
organisation. Also the greenhouse gases have place for improvement, this is only when the A13
is taken into account. Without the A13 Delft has a CO2 value of 58 Kton (2014) instead of 166
Kton (City of Delft, 2015). This is less than 5.8 Kton per 10.000 inhabitants and will result in a
higher score.

Figure 11; Results & impacts (Source; EcoMobilityShift)

These graphs are used to give an overview on which elements of the transport system still need
the most attention and they are used in the SWOT-analysis in chapter 3. The EcoMobilityShift
method does not take goods transport into account even though this is seen as an important
factor for the sustainability of a transport. This will therefore be discussed separately in the next
sub chapter.

Sustainability of goods transport
Delft has an emission zone for trucks in the city centre. This rule restricts trucks in this inner city
that do not at least have a euro 4-diesel truck. Truck with other types of fuels is always allowed.
This way (old) diesel trucks with high emission rates cannot enter the city centre.
Delft initiated a project together with PostNL called Stadslogistiek Delft (City Distribution Delft),
to make city distribution in Delft efficient and sustainable The city distribution is aiming to
reduce the amount of movement in the city by vans, while driving small electrical vehicles. These
small electrical vehicles do result in reduced CO2 emission but will also improve the quality of
public space in Delft, because there are fewer movements and the vehicles produce less noise.
Because of these measures Delft is already ahead of many other cities with their influence and
contribution on goods transport within the city.
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3. Goals for sustainable transport in Delft
In this chapter an overview the opportunities and threats for Delft will be determined resulting
in goals to make mobility in Delft more sustainable. After the goals are determined measures are
looked for that can help accomplish these goals.

SWOT-analysis
Based on meetings with employees of the city, the Metropolitan region Rotterdam-The Hague,
consultancy Firm Advier, Bolt mobility together with online research on stats and trends a set of
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats have been determined.
Strengths
Beneficial geographic, Delft is a dense city with short distances in between the city parts. These
short distances create a favourable situation for green means of transport. Also the distance to
Rotterdam and The Hague is very beneficial.
Accessibility of Delft, situated in between two major Dutch cities delft has excellent connections
by train, tram, bus, car and even bike to Rotterdam and The Hague. In 2015 the motorway A4
was finished, creating a second connection between the two cities, this reduces congestion on
the other motorway, the A13.
Cycling trips, Delft has an incredible amount of people cycling within the city. In the inner city 61
per cent of the trips are made by bike (DIP, 2015). Delft is very good accessible by bike from
Rotterdam and The Hague and also within Delft the distances are good to cycle. Cyclists are also
allowed to cycle everywhere in the inner city, which makes it very competitive to walking, public
transport and the car. The high usage of the bike can partly be explained by the big amount of
students in Delft. Of all trips going to or from the campus 80 per cent of all trips is done by bike.
P&R, in Delft one park and ride facility is present at the edge of the city, this is at train station
Delft zuid and it is free to park there (Parkerenindestad, 2016). From the park and ride facility
there is direct access to the city centre by sprinter. This ticket is not integrated in the parking
facility, because the parking is free.
Small-scale city, within Delft there are many developments that need to be tested as a pilot. Delft
would like these innovations to be presented and tested in Delft. Compared to bigger cities Delft
is rather small, which can be an advantage for smaller pilots. Delft is also situated very
beneficial, so that pilots can easily roll out further into the metropolitan area of Rotterdam-The
Hague. The big share of high-educated people and students can also lead to a high attraction
factor for new innovations and pilots. This can result in more usage and a better result of a pilot.
Number of tourists, in 2015 Delft was visited by about 2,3 million tourists. 1,7 million visitors
came from form the Netherlands and another 600 thousand came from outside of the
Netherlands. These tourists spend 30 euros per day for Dutch visitors a 250 euros for foreign
visitors, inclusive overnight stay (City of Delft, 2013). This group is easy to influence because
they do not have a routine and they are willing to pay. This can create opportunities to develop
sustainable transport for this group. Furthermore a technological innovation can attract extra
visitors that can be an extra stimulation for Delft to implement new measures.
Weaknesses
Electrical cars, In begin 2015 Delft had 40 electrical vehicles; this is one per every 3.000
inhabitants. In places as Amsterdam and Eindhoven this is already between one electrical car for
every 570 and 640 inhabitant. Delft has less charging station in the city than on average in the
Netherlands (CBS, 2015), in Delft are 43 public charging facilities (Delft, 2016) This is still an
facility to improve and can give a boost to electric driving.
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Small-scale city, as much as being a small-scale city is an advantage it can also be a disadvantage.
Pilots that need a lot of space or a big amount of travellers to have the best effect might chose for
bigger cities from the beginning on. But because the high level of interest and the good options
to scale up from Delft this is expected to be a minimum weakness.
Opportunities
Technological companies, 700 technological companies are situated in Delft and are working on
new developments. The companies do not only offer working places but can also help Delft
brand as a technological hotspot and therefore attract even more companies to settle in the area
and collaborate with other parties. The city of Delft can then use these companies and their
knowledge for developments in and around the city.
Research institutes, The Delft University of Technology (TU Delft), The Hague University of
Applied Sciences and InHolland University of Applied Sciences are three research and education
institutes in Delft. In the field of mobility and sustainability they (together) are doing research
on several topics. TU Delft is working on a self-driving vehicles and is doing research to the
effect self-driving vehicles will have in Urban areas, The Hague University of Applied Sciences is
working on a project Ekolectric where they replace a combustion engine in a regular car and
convert it to a electrical car supported by a nitrogen engine. These developments can also
contribute to new developments in Delft.
Start-ups, YES! Delft is a company in Delft than gives young entrepreneurs support to develop
their product. Collaborating together with these start-ups Delft can implement new technologies
directly on the streets, support the CO2 reduction while supporting the Delft innovation sector.
Threats
The change of the political climate can be seen as the most relevant threat to plans for
sustainable developments. Different political parties have different view on the situation and
different methods to reach sustainability. Plans should be made on such a way that also after
upcoming elections the measures will still be supported and in place.

Stakeholders
The city of Delft works together with several stakeholders that can help them with becoming
more sustainable. In this subchapter an overview will be given of possible stakeholders that
could be determined in the limited time. It could be that a certain stakeholder is not mentioned
here that could have been. Due to the limited time, stakeholders have been determined that
seemed most suitable at that moment. The stakeholders were chosen because of already
ongoing projects or interests into an aspect of sustainable mobility at the moment that this
report was released.
− Citizens of delft
− Delfts companies (such as Advier, TNO, Siemens and Excect)
− MRDH
− Delft University of Technology
− The Hague University of Applied Science
− Yes! Delft
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Technological Trends
The developments of new technologies is a must for sustainable development, because of this
dependence but also the unpredictability of technological innovation it can be hard for policy
makers to create their long term plans. In this part of the report a summary will be given for
recent innovations that can influence the measures for sustainable mobility that are planned
until 2019. So these developments are expected to have an influence on the mobility market on a
really short term.
Emission free vehicles
Already in in the 20th century cars were produced with other engines than conventional
combustion engines. In the 1996 the EV1 was developed and produced by General Motors. This
electrical vehicle had a range of 100 km’s and could drive 129 km/h. (EV1.org, 2016) In 2016
this technology did not came that much further. A Volkswagen E-golf for example can drive 130
km/h with a range of 190 (Volkswagen, 2016).
But in June 2012 Tesla Motors came with the Model S, an electrical super car with over 500
kilometres of battery range, and a top speed of 250 km/h. The tesla model S is a high segment
car that is in the same price category as an Audi A8 or Porsche Panamera. Tesla is planning on
bringing out a cheaper model in 2017 with similar specifications. Because of this new trend
driving electrical has become a new trend and in the next year it is expected that the
developments at the other manufacturers will develop and therefore making the electrical car a
mass production car, instead of an exclusive product.
Another type of emission free vehicles is the hydrogen vehicle. In the Netherlands there is one
car available on the commercial market that drives on hydrogen, and that is the Hyundai iX35
Fuel Cell (ANBW, 2015). The car has a selling value of 25.000 euros but can in the Netherlands
only be leased for 2.000 euros per month. After possible subsidies this might get less. The IX35
fuel cell is heavier than the normal IX35 and drives around 600 kilometres on a full tank.
Fuelling hydrogen can be done on only three places in the Netherlands and costs 50 euros
(Fuelswitch.nl, 2016). Because of the early stage of this type of vehicle it is not expected to play a
major role until 2019, although the need for a tank station might be there.
Autonomous vehicles
Another trend that is also developing fast is the autonomous vehicles that can drive (partly) on
their own. Many car manufacturers and other companies are investing in the development of
self-driving vehicles. Tesla motors has recently made an update available that allowed tesla
drivers to activate autopilot. With the feature the tesla is able to stay between two lanes and to
keep distance to the cars in front. The autopilot can also change lanes. This is the first selfdriving car that is available for private consumers.
Open data sources
Another technological trend can be considered the huge amount of data that came available
because of GPS, Bluetooth, RFID tickets, WIFI and other innovations that allow policy makers
and operators to collect live data or to analyse static data.
This data can also be directly published to the consumers, with this extra data the consumer can
make better decisions or it can make his or her travel easier.
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Political needs
In this report the political process will be considered less than the factual result of the measures.
But to be able to defend the chosen measures together with the politics, attention needs to be
given to the political needs in Delft. In this subchapter a brief explanation will be given on the
political climate in Delft and from the deputy mayor that has reserved the budget for sustainable
mobility.
Ten different parties are present in the city council of Delft. The biggest party are the democrats
(D66), followed by Student party (STIPP), Green party (GroenLinks) and the social democrats
(PvdA). All four of these parties have their representative as a deputy mayor and of course a
representation in the city council.
−
−
−
−

The first deputy mayor is A. Hekker from D66, he is responsible for finance, youth,
education and public services.
The second deputy mayor is F. Förster from STIP, he is responsible for economy, culture
and spatial planning.
The third deputy mayor is S. Brandligt from GroenLinks, he is responsible for labour,
sustainable development and management of the city.
The fourth deputy mayor is R. de Prez from PvdA, he is responsible for housing, urban
renewal and care.

− The last deputy mayor is L. Harpe from VVD, he is responsible from traffic and transport,
land management & real estate and railway zone.
In 2014 the parties have formed a coalition agreement for the period between 2014 and 2018,
for this agreement all parties in the city council have signed the action points for this period.
Special attention points are the improvement of cycle highways, safety on cycle ways, integral
parking policy for cars and enough parking facilities for bicycles.
The budget for the sustainable mobility measures comes from the budget of the last deputy
mayor L. Harpe. In 2014, the year of the elections, the VVD has announced goals for 2018
regarding traffic and transport. A couple of examples are; whole parking system carried out by a
third party, better accessibility and flow of traffic by tramline towards Rotterdam-The Hague
airport, accessibility for disabled at tram stops, no movable obstacles around the inner-city and
better accessible TU-neighbourhood.
These are just a couple of examples of what the parties ambitions were in 2014, not all of these
ambitions are still feasible and some different ones came in place. In the description for the
sustainable mobility budget is referred to the use of smart or big data and the promotion of
innovative living labs such as self-driving vehicles on the TU Campus, on last mile solution and
single ticketing methods. In all these measures branding for the city of Delft is important, hereby
the sustainable mobility will get more attention and Delft could have influence on a bigger scale
due to their status.
All of these measures above can give an indication on what might be interesting for the deputy
mayor and the city council. Nevertheless this research takes more into account, such as actual
CO2 reduction. The political views will therefore not be seen as a constrain, but taken into account
when determining the most suitable measures.
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Budget Goals
The main goal of the budget is to contribute on the most suitable way to sustainable
developments within Delft. In this chapter all factors that are being taken into consideration are
described. This results in the definition for suitable in the situation of Delft. To contribute the
most suitable to sustainable mobility developments in Delft measures should contribute to the
following six goals, they are described in this chapter.
The main ambition still being to reduce CO2 created by mobility, but taking into account all the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats, stakeholders, technological trends and political
needs will lead to a better result for Delft. In chapter 5 the goals will be given a weight in the
multi criteria analysis..
1. Improvement of enablers, understanding user needs, monitoring and public
participation
The first goal is to involve citizens and companies within the city boarders more with plans of
the city of Delft. It is often seen that these ideas will bring the city further and will give the
citizens more trust in their municipality.
Also from within the government more emphasis needs to be laid on a more demand-bases
supply of city services. This is a recent trend that is seen back in many EU-projects and will help
Delft to develop further.
Furthermore the monitoring of the measures and the effects of measures on predetermined
performance indicators and published to policy makes but also to citizens and companies can be
improved, they can than see this performance and know how the measures have effect on their
city.
This goal is important because there is a lack of regular and systematic way of monitoring the
wishes of the inhabitants and the performances of the government. By making this more
systematic a better review can be made of the effect of policy. Therefore new initiatives can be
reviewed easier and with proper participation the knowledge of residents can be used to
optimize the mobility system. By using all the input and assessing measures in an earlier stage,
more projects for sustainable mobility can be done on a better way.
2. Increase the share of low emission vehicles
The share of CO2 neutral vehicles in delft is not scoring to bad, but could do better. To increase
this amount measures have to be taken to promote the use or the ease the purchase of these
vehicles. Another measure could be to improve the vehicles of the municipality itself.
It is seen that the share of electrical cars is increasing exponentially. The goal of the Dutch
government is to have 200.000 (semi) electrical cars in 2020 in the Netherlands. Based on the
amount of cars in Delft this would be approximately 800 cars in Delft, where there are only 16
full electrical vehicles at the moment and 707 hybrid vehicles (RDW, 2016). Because taxation
rules for hybrid vehicles are less favourable a big jump in full electrical vehicles is needed to
contribute to the goal of 200.000 electrical cars.
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3. Mobility management measures
Within Delft other soft measures such as promoting, rewarding or punishing certain means of
transport can also lead to a CO2 neutral Delft. Means of transport such as walking, cycling, public
transport and CO2 neutral cars can be promoted. Big data (already available to a big extend) can
help to make the transition towards other means of transport easier or more attractive for the
users.
Delft has a lack of mobility management measures; these measures can be low cost and have a
big effect on the mobility market and potentially emissions. Therefore this goal is taking into
account.
4. Completing the integrated transport system including big data
Another ambition is to create a complete and integrated transport system including all means of
transport. The goals belonging to this goal are to create a platform in which travellers can have
intermodal travel advice and where all transport means are integrated into one ticket.
In Delft there is still a lot of services separate of each other, this can have negative effects for the
awareness of travel options. Giving residents knowledge about their option will be the first step
for transition. This is combined with big data because of the technological trends that allow
more data to be adapted in all kind of features. There is also political need in the use of big data
in Delft, this is because of the recent trends of the use of this data and the role this can play in the
development of the city.
5. Support field labs and Increase innovative city image for sustainable mobility
The last ambition is to profile Delft more as a leading city within the MRDH but also within the
Netherlands. Many research and education instituted are situated in Delft but often field labs are
not carried out within the city itself. If Delft would be able to keep more of the innovations from
the city itself, it might attract more visitors, companies and students.
Delft has a lot of knowledge and has good circumstances for trying out pilots, these pilots help
new innovations to develop. It is therefore important to support them and give them space,
especially in Delft.
6. Create better accessibility of the inner-city for tourists and visitors towards
Technopolis, Delft-south and Rotterdam-The Hague airport
One of the ambitions is to create extra accessibility towards these three destinations. This is
because public transport is lacking here which can result in higher car usage. For the tourists a
solution is needed for the touring busses that cannot drive further than the Hampshire hotel just
outside of the canal of Delft.
To have more support for measures it can be important that these measures are not stand-alone
projects, but do actually contribute to already excising goals of the city. Therefore this sixth goal
can play an important factor.
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4. Measure catalogue
During the interviews with different city employees and with knowledge from previous
(European) projects measures have been worked out that could be useful for Delft.. The
measures in this catalogue are all the options that will be considered in a later stage of the
research.
The ten measures described in this chapter are:
− E-scooter sharing scheme
− Bike sharing scheme
− Sharing of innovations (Mobility house)
− Green City Centre Shuttle
− Clean the cities fleet
− Increase of amount of charging poles
− Budget for citizen initiatives
− Budget for company start-ups
− Publish data
− Long term parking facility
All measures will be described by the same headlines, These are what the measure is, why this
measures is formed this way, who will contribute and who the target group is, what the success
factors, what the desired effect is and what variations are possible. The findings in this chapter
are based on experiences in the past with other projects.
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E-scooter sharing scheme
What? A sharing system of 20 scooters that are free floating in the city, the 20 scooters will be
put into place and are available for resident and visitors. The scooters are available with the OVchip card without subscription.
Why? The scooter sharing system will create more freedom and increase the accessibility for
non-car users. It increases the choice of public transport and will make it more attractive to visit
Delft with other means of transport. The free-floating system, where the scooters can be parked
directly at the destination of the person that is renting the scooter, will give the user the freedom
to travel door to door. The scooters and the system need to be innovative and therefore promote
the innovative city character of Delft while getting extra attention for sustainable transport
means. This increase in attractiveness will gradually result in a higher share of travellers using
environmentally friendly transport systems. Therefore the production of CO2, NOX and NO2 will
decrease over time.
Who? Three parties are involved in the operation of the measures, the city of Delft, who will
have a co-financing role, an operator, who needs to make an investment as well and is
responsible for the business model, and finally a scooter manufacturer.
The target group is in general visitors and inhabitants. Visitors are able to rent the scooter
because of the integrated ticket system and because no subscription is needed, commuters are
also belonging in this group. Another group of users are the inhabitants themselves that want to
access a place that is too far for the bike or where parking possibilities by car to complicated
How? There are several possibilities of putting in place a scooter sharing system. Factors that
can differ are, amongst others, the payment system, price, and minimum duration of rental and if
a rental system is station based or free floating. For this system a free-floating system is chosen
to ensure that users can use it up and until their destination. The payment system will be the OVchipcard and if possible in combination with the credit card, so that visitors without an OVchipcard can also use the service. The payment will be per 15 minutes, but the scooters can also
be rented for an entire day, so that they can use it to travel Rotterdam or The Hague, in this case
the scooter will need to be brought back to the geographical area that is determined to end a
rental period. In the future it is possible that the scooters can be handed in there as well.
Desired effect? The scooters should be well used by inhabitants and visitors; the European union
released a handbook for bike sharing including average rental per year. For a bike in a small city
this is 235 times per year, in bigger cities this grows up and until 463 times per year (European
Union, 2013). For scooter sharing the desired effect is to attract the early adapters and rent out
each scooter 235 times per year. This amount should be enough to cover the running costs, the
maintenance and to grow within he MRDH.
Success factor
− A requirement for this system is an application to
find a scooter in you surrounding and enough
scooters for the space in which the scooters may be
parked. This is to make sure that there is always a
scooter in the proximity.
− The investment plan for the operator needs to be
created on a way, so that the sharing system will be
able to maintain and grow with its own revenue and
can grow within the MRDH.
− The power used to charge the scooters will need to
come from a sustainable source.
International Traffic and Transport Management

Variations
− Station based scooters
− Use of a scooter app to pay
− Amount of sharing scooters
− Petrol fuelled sharing
scooters
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Bike sharing scheme
What? 130 fixed place sharing bicycles around the city of Delft, the rental period will be between
15 minutes and 24 hours and the bikes are accessible for all inhabitants and visitors of the city.
Why? The bike sharing scheme will be supplementary to the transport system and will allow
users of public transport to get a better and easy way to travel door to door. The attractiveness
of the sustainable means of transport will therefore be promoted and the share of these means is
expected to grow, reducing the emissions.
Who? An operator will need to make an investment plan and make sure that all the bikes are
working. The city of Delft will give a start subsidy for the bikes and a bike supplier need for the
supply of the bikes.
The target group is all the visitors and inhabitants of Delft.
How? There are several possibilities on how the bike sharing system can look like. According to
the handbook for bike sharing systems, optimise bike sharing in European cites, created by the
European Union, there are many different kind of systems with their own characteristics, such
as the bikes, station, software, registration, integration, type of contract, etcetera. Most of the
characteristics need to be determined in a later stage. In this stage three recommendations will
be made for the bike sharing system, because they are seen as success factors, and the system
will not fully function without them.
The first one is the access technology that should be managed on such a way that the bikes is
accessible without subscription, furthermore the density of the bike sharing system is seen as
very important. To guarantee a high density the average amount of bikes seen in small cities are
required, this is 130 in the case of Delft. Last opportunity for the bike sharing system is to allow
users to travel to Rotterdam and The Hague. The limitations and pricing is important for this, the
bikes should be rentable for a limited amount of minutes, but also for a day, so that the traveller
can return the bike to Delft. Later in process the bike sharing system can grow to the whole
MRDH. The 130 bikes are based on the average determined by the European Union.
Desired effect? The desired effect is very similar to the one for scooter sharing. The system
should pay itself and give a contribution to the transport system. This means that users should
experience more freedom when they travel to Delft with public transport and on a mid-long
term the share of sustainable transport means should increase.
Success factors
− A requirement for this system is
enough sharing bikes for the space in
which the bikes are used this to
guarantee the proximity of bikes.
− The investment plan for the operator
needs to be created on a sustainable
way, so that the sharing system will
be able to maintain and grow within
the MRDH with its own revenue.
− The sharing bikes need to be
accessible without subscription to
allow visitors to use the system as
well.
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Sharing of innovations
What? Facilitate a space on a good visible location so that research institutes and companies
within Delft can present their innovations in a mean of mobility. The vehicles should be available
for hire or visitors can join a ride.
Why? The measure will promote innovation within Delft and attract attention to new
developments in the mobility market. For developers it is an opportunity to promote their
research and get feedback from users. The measure will give Delft a boost, both on the side of
the innovation companies, as on the side of the visitors, that can on a daily basis try out new
developments.
Who? The city of Delft will facilitate a good visible spot in the city and create space for
developers to present their vehicle and have a promotional desk. Innovators will need to
subscribe and users can vote who they want to get the space when there are too many
subscriptions.
The target group will be all potential car buyers, they will be aware of the developments and try
out new things. They can take this into consideration when purchasing a new car. In some cases
it can also be potential sharing system users of investors. This depends on the innovation that is
presented.
How? The city of Delft needs to provide the developers with an exhibition space where they can
present their innovations. The research institutes can apply for a spot and determine if they ask
costs compensation per hire, allow hire for free or drive people around. When too many projects
are applying residents or past users can be asked to prioritize what innovations they want to see
first.
The applications need to be prioritized on a pre-determined way, so that contributors can make
a plan that will have the highest score. The points that will be scored on can be the extent of CO2
reduction, how new the idea is or on how many people in Delft can benefit from it.
Desired effect? Visitors and inhabitants will try out the products that research institutes in Delft
have created a gain of knowledge about the innovations in Delft. This will contribute to the
positive innovative city character of Delft. The pilots should also give residents stimulation for
buying a CO2 neutral car so that the share of these will grow and promoting the research
institutes to work on new projects and have them tried out within Delft.
Success factors
− Application for companies needs to be
easy and the rental procedure needs to
be attractive for users.
− The mobility house needs to be visible
for both visitors of the city and
inhabitants. This to make sure that
there is enough interest in the
products.
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− Open application also for
organisations outside
Delft
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Green City Centre Shuttle
What? This measure is a tender for an innovative and self-driving CO2 neutral vehicle, the
vehicle will drive from the Hampshire hotel (or from the IKEA, via Hampshire hotel) to the inner
city to bring around tourists and commuters of Delft.
Why? The first reason is to provide tourists of Delft a very appealing way of entering the inner
city. At the moment tourists need to walk from the Hampshire hotel just outside of the cities
canal to the inner city. By provide an innovative service towards the city centre the tourists have
a more pleasant access. By prolonging the service to (the carpool area of) the IKEA it can serve
another goal to get out the big bus in the city centre and to allow commuters and visitors to park
their car outside of the city centre, and take the shuttle to their final destination in the inner city.
When the measure is a success it can replace the part of city bus line 61 that is driving from Delft
IKEA through the inner city to the station.
Who? The service will need to be tendered out by the city of Delft and operated by a research
institute or organisation that created the vehicle chosen for the service. To the start investment
the city will contribute with 30.000 euros, when the vehicle is driving on electricity the solar
panels or wind energy will also be invested by the city of Delft. The founder of the product will
need to take care of the rest of the turnover to pay for the expenses.
How? The service will be tendered out to a market party and the government will pay a start
investment. The running costs and maintenance will need to come out of advertising costs or
ticketing.
Desired effects? Create a more pleasant and enjoyable entrance to Delft for tourists while
creating an extra transport option for commuters to reach the city centre. The vehicle will drive
around in the city centre of Delft and will therefore also attract the attention of visitors or
inhabitants that are there by other means of transport.
Success factors
− The vehicle used for the transport
needs to be innovative and CO2
neutral and be available for both
users and commuters without
subscription.
− The annual costs of the vehicle need
to be gained by use of marketing or
ticketing.
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Clean the cities fleet
What? The scan car of Delft that is used to scan licence plates will be replaces by an electrical car
that is charged on electricity of a sustainable source. The current golf in use will be sold and
replaced by the new electrical vehicle.
Why? Before encouraging other people to make a change it is important to look at you own
behaviour. Therefore the city needs to make sure that they are leading and showing this to the
public.
In 2006 CE Delft has done a research on the city fleet of the city of Delft. Big polluters are
vehicles that have high emissions per kilometre and drive many kilometres per year. Vehicles
are mostly driving between 10.000 km and 20.000 km per year.
In the list the biggest polluters are the 17 garbage trucks that collect garbage in the city. This
service is currently outsourced to Avelex, a company owned by Delft and other cities. Therefore
there is no direct influence on this fleet anymore.
The scan car that is bought in 2016 for the enforcement of the new parking system drives many
kilometres per year (>30.000) it drives these kilometres in the centre of Delft and it does not
have to have that much space. Therefore this car would be most suitable as a start towards
cleaning the whole city fleet.
Who? The city of Delft itself will buy the new car. The old car is still worth 21.500 euros
(ANWB.nl, 2016) and a new electrical vehicle that can cover the maximum of 160 km per day
costs around 40.000 euros. The company TMC that was involved in the build of the scan car will
be involved again to rebuild the new car.
How? A new car will be bought and the old one will be replaced. The current vehicle has scan
equipment on board to check the cars and to see who has parking permission. This technology
will need to be replaced into the new vehicle.
Desired effects? Recognition from inhabitants and visitors of the new vehicle, this way the
electrical vehicle also works as a promotion tool for other people to purchase an electrical
vehicle.
The direct desired effect on CO2 reduction is 104 gram CO2 per kilometre, the vehicle drives
around 50.000 km per year makes 5.365 Kilo CO2 reduction per year. Also other polluting factors
such as NOX and NO2 will decrease, this gives a positive effect to the air quality.
Success factors
− The power that is used to charge the
new electrical vehicle needs to be
from a sustainable source of energy.
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− The scan car can be replaced by a
hydrogen fuel car, or any other CO2
neutral vehicle.
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Increase of amount of charging poles
What? Increase the amount of charging poles with 50 to 93, the charging facilities will be
publicly available and situated on places where the demand is the highest.
Why? The ministry of infrastructure and the environment is aiming to have 200.000 electrical
vehicles on the road by 2020. When the amount of passenger cars in Delft is compared to the
total amount of cars in the Netherlands this means that there have to be 770 (RDW, 2016)
electrical vehicles in Delft. At the moment there are 43 public charging facilities in Delft (Delft.nl,
2016). To cope with this expected growth and to promote the usage of electrical cars these
charging facilities are needed.
Who? The ministry of infrastructure and the environment has a budget for cities help
purchasing charging poles. This structure is build up in such a way that the ministry pays 900
euros per pole, a private investor and operator 500 euros and the city itself 900 euros (RVO,
2016) After the poles are installed they are taken care of by the operator of the poles. The
facilities themselves are maintained by the city of Delft.
The target group will be all (semi) electrical car users in Delft to use the facilities, but also for the
other inhabitants to see the available charging facilities and to face the opportunities they have
to buy an electrical car.
How? An open enquiry will be held for all companies to install charging facilities in Delft. The
request is 50 extra charging facilities and the lowest bidder wins. They will get an available
space from the city and will purchase the charging facility with the available resource.
Desired effects? The charging facilities should cope with the expected growth in demand,
therefore charging facilities will stay a promoting tool for car users and not a restriction.
Success factors
− The charging poles should be
placed on places where the
demand is high, but they should
not take away unnecessary space
from other car parkers, this might
cause a negative image for
electrical cars.
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Budget for citizen initiatives
What? A budget of 50.000 euros for improvements or investments in sustainable modes of
transport will be reserved, and residents of Delft will be asked for their opinion. They can create
a proposal of what they would like to see and how this is feasible.
Why? Inhabitants of a city have the best feeling of what is going on and what their troubles are in
their daily trips. In a city many people also travel around and might have gotten inspired by
other places. By including these residents into plans for the city, new ideas will come up that
otherwise would not have been thought about. Inhabitants can also start feeling more part of the
city and responsible for sustainability.
Who? The city of Delft will does a request to all residents of Delft for this measure. After a
measure has been chosen the inhabitants that had applied are responsible for carrying out the
measure proposed.
The target group for these citizen initiatives is depending on the specific measure, but should be
useable for an as big group as possible.
How? The city of Delft will give a challenge and that is to promote and improve sustainable
transport in Delft. They will be given a budget that cannot be exceeded, how less the measure
costs, the more chance it will have to succeed. Therefore small easy measures will have as much
change, as they can change the perception and quality of urban space as much as drastic
changes.
Desired effects?
The ideas that have been come up with by residents should lead to innovative measures in the
city on a small scale so that they are usable for all inhabitants. The measures can also lead to
national attention due to the high level of freedom that the inhabitant got from the city.
Success factors
− There needs to be enough knowledge
about the enquiry amongst citizens
− The questions needs to be asked on
such a way, that every proposal
answering the question is an option
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− The budget can be split in several
pieces or kept as on piece
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Budget for company start-ups.
What? A subsidy of maximum 50.000 euros will be given a company that has the best business
model for a sustainable mobility solution in Delft. The height of the subsidy will be dependent on
how much the company invests, for every euro invested by the company one euro will be
subsidized.
Why? The subsidy will give companies with a solution for mobility the opportunity to start. This
will give Delft access to new ideas and start-ups financial and physical support. The companies
will have the change to develop their local solution within Delft, while the city will benefit from
innovative solutions to daily mobility.
Who? The city of Delft will do a request to all companies and research institutes in Delft for this
measure. They will have to hand in a proposal, and a set of rounds will determine what idea is
the best for Delft.
The ideas proposed by the companies can be assessed by the MCA used in this report or by
allowing citizens to vote for the best idea.
How? For this budget communication is as important as the actual measure. On forehand the city
needs to make sure that all possible participants are aware of the possibility and that the
boundaries are clear. In later stages citizens can be involved to determine the best idea.
Desired effects? The process should be well visible for all citizens of Delft and a high rate of
people should rate on the best idea. The business model that will be subsidized should
contribute to the mobility patterns of as many people of Delft, so that it is frequently visible.
Success factors
− Good communication to the
participants and other citizens.
− Clear project outline and fair
scoring methods.
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− The budget can be set available for
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Publish data
What? The scan car of Delft registers cars that are parked in zones where just residents are
allowed to park and where there is a payment required to park. This is mostly in areas where
the parking pressure is so high that these measures are needed to regulate supply and demand.
The scan car makes a link with parking spots that are there, and what cars have a parking
permission. It does that by scanning each car in each spot. By combining all this data an
availability of parking spaces can be created that can be used for car users to find a spot faster.
With this measure the city will make open data available where parking spots are often
available. Travellers can use this directly, but navigation companies can also include this
information in their maps.
Why? Two goals are considered; first of all it is a tool to provide users with information about
when they can park in what area. The information will be put in a map on the site Delft.nl but
also be made available on the database for open data so that navigation companies can take this
into account. The use of this open data will be promoted by actively searching contact with
navigation system companies to find out what they would be interested in to have and integrate
in their service.
A second goal is to analyse parking behaviour within the government itself. Excising spots can be
defined where parking pressure is very high, but also the effect of new policy can be monitored.
Who? The city of Delft needs to contact a partner such as a research institute or consultancy to
get knowledge about the possibilities. Another option is to collaborate with the city of
Amsterdam and get in contact with them, the city of Amsterdam is currently doing a pilot with
analysing data from their scan car.
Desired effects? The data with availability regarding the probability per time and location that a
parking place will be published on the website or a mobile app. In a further stage the data will be
used by navigation companies so that travellers will be brought to the street with the highest
probability to park without having to look this up first.
Success factors
− The data that will be published as
open data will need to fulfil the
guidelines that are being determined
by the national government.
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− In a later stage live parking data can be
used, this in combination with sensors.
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Long term parking facility
What? Extra connection to the parking facilities of Delft outside of the city boarders will be
created. This includes connection to the carpool area at the IKEA and possible collaboration with
IKEA and the parking to the terrain of the Technical University.
During the week the parking of the IKEA is not be fully utilized, since it should be big enough for
their peak moment, while in the weekends a lot of parking capacity is free at the technical
university. To bring this together an approach is needed that advises visitors and commuters to
park at the side of the city, and go further by bike, bus, tram or the green city centre shuttle.
Per facility will be looked what mean of transport suites the most to the characteristics of that
particular stop. For the public transport a P&R ticket can be offered, including parking. Hereby
the possible reward for the owner of the parking facility can also be determined, based on the
amount of P&R sales.
Why? To allow visitors that have easiest access to Delft by car to reach the city centre by Delft
without driving into Delft. This will increase liveability in the city of Delft and reduce local
pollution. Because the terrain of the IKEA and technical university are not fully utilized, they can
have profit from these extra visitors. They can receive a reward for every car parked at the area,
or in case of the IKEA attract visitors who, when they are there anyways, might go in the IKEA
for a snack or to look around.
Who? The city of Delft with collaboration with the technical university and the IKEA Delft. The
city of Delft is the first party interested in the in this extra parking facility. The other parties will
be asked to allow other users to use their parking capacity, on moments that it is not used by
themselves.
The target group is, depending on the time of the week, visitors and commuters to Delft.
Desired effect?
Reduce the amount of vehicles that drive into the city of Delft while increasing the accessibility
and utilize existing facilities as efficient as possible.
Success factors
− The long term parking facility must
have an advantage for the
traveller. It must therefore be
cheaper, faster or more
comfortable for the traveller.

Variations
− Park and ride facilities can be
used instead of the facilities
owned by other stakeholders.

Typ hier uw vergelijking.
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5. Making decisions
Scoring of the measures
All of the measures named before will be assessed using a multi criteria analysis with 12 scoring
point on which the measures can gain or lose points. The points used in this version of the MCA
are made on the consideration of the situation at the time that this report was written. These
points are subjective and can be influenced according to wish, this will than also change the
outcome and maybe the prioritization of the different measures.
The first point is for the actual CO2 reduction of the mobility measure; this is because this is the
main ambition where the budget is meant. The score for this point is from 1 to 5, 1 being no
effect at all and 5 being a substantial decrease of a couple of per cent of the total CO2 caused by
mobility. Apart from the two points that are related to money all of the points will be rated from
1 to 5.
The second point is for public awareness, because nearly all of CO2 is caused by residents and
companies it is important to involve them and allow them to change their patterns. When
measures are created on such a way that they are visible their effect can be way bigger.
As third point the innovative character of Delft named, this is because the increase of this will
lead to easier development of more innovations. More companies and investors can be attracted
and therefor more sustainable innovative measures can develop, which has a positive effect on
the sustainability of Delft.
The fourth point is the investments costs that are expected to be left over for the city of Delft.
This score goes from €0,- until €250.000,-, this is because this is the budget available for the
government. This score is deducted from the total points and not added.
The fifth score is the score for possible subsidy, score is going from €0,- until €250.000,- as well,
so the maximum score is a doubling of the cities investment. This score is weighted because
attracting extra investment from companies and other organisations will have a beneficial effect
on Delft mobility.
The sixth score is regarding the time that the measure can be in place and have effect. The
budget is for the time period 2016-2019, which means that in four years the measures need to
have effect or be in place. The score given for this point regards the amount of years it will have
effect.
The last six scores are the goals defined in chapter three. This is because they are considered
important for the city of Delft and are most likely to contribute to sustainable mobility in Delft.
All of these score are ranked from 1 until 5.
Each individual score ends up in a percentage, and depending on the point this will be added or
deducted from the total of this measure. In the end a total score will be given for every measure,
this score will define the prioritization.
Other factors might be affecting the effectiveness of the measure as well, but these 12 are chosen
to be most important on the assessment of the measures.
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Prioritising
The MCA results in a prioritation between 1 and 10. According to what fits in the budget of
250.000 euros a set of measures will be recommended, still taking this prioritation into account.
This means that if after the plans have been developed further and the first one is going to be
more expensive or cheaper than expected on forehand, this means that the amount of measures
can still change.
The four measures that are recommended to invest in are the creation of a budget for
companies, the mobility house, to standardisation of open data and to carry out a tender for the
green city centre shuttle.
The first score goes to the subsidy for companies with an innovative sustainable mobility
business plan, the measure scores especially high on public awareness, attention for Delfts
innovations, subsidies and the enablers.
The second measure is to publish available data onto data.overheid.nl. This measure has low
investment costs and scores high in the mobility management and integration of the transport
system.
The mobility house has become third in the prioritisation because of the high scores on public
awareness, attention for Delfts innovation and the support of field labs. The measure scores
lower on direct CO2 reduction and mobility management.
The fourth and last measure is the green city centre shuttle. This measure scores especially good
on field labs & innovation together with the accessibility of Delft.
The MCA where this recommendation is based on can be seen in figure 9. The decision makers
can change the outcome by changing the different factors on importance. I can also be that for
another reason that not the first measures will be chosen. Therefore the table is included, for
this recommendation just the first four measures will be further described.

Figure 13; MCA scenarios

Four scenarios have already been calculated though to see what would happen if certain
indicators are seen as more important. The result can be seen in figure 13, the four chosen
measure are ending up in the top category in most cases, but they do change in order.
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6. Implementation plan
In the following chapter the four measures that have the highest scores out of the MCA will be
worked out further, inclusive the implementation steps, stakeholder analysis, a time plan and
the detailed financial statement. The beginning of the time line will be at the start of 2017, this is
because a decision for the budget will be made by the city council at the end of 2016.
Apart from the proposed measures there is a leftover of €24.000 euros that is not considered.
When all the measures are implemented and the budgets have not exceeded, this money can be
spend for the start of another measure or to develop one further. This will be considered in a
further stage to ensure a safe buffer in case of any extra unforeseen costs.

Budget for company start-ups
Implementation steps
For the budget for companies six implementation steps are used.
− First the enquiry needs to be made more specific so that it will be good to send out. In
this phase the city employees need to determine what the boundaries are of the project,
think of physical boundaries, minimum amount of people that benefit, maximum time
needed for implementation. The scoring methods also have to be determined, this is the
assessment on what the city decided what measure will get the subsidy and can start
with their measures
− In the second phase enquiry will be promoted to all the companies and organisations in
Delft so that they know that they can participate, what is expected from than and how it
benefits them and the city of Delft.
− In the third phase the enquiry will be held and all participants can send their proposal to
city of Delft
− In the fourth phase a decision has to be made what business plan will get the subsidy.
− In the fifth phase the company that is chosen to get the subsidy will have to implement
or carry out his proposed sustainable mobility solution and will receive the subsidy.
Monitoring
After every month the company responsible will need to publish data about usage of the
product, depending on what kind of product or service it is. This will be decided after stage four.
Stakeholders
The city of Delft will be the party that send out the enquiry and determines the boundary of the
product. Some collaboration might be needed with Veolia, HTM and RET to make sure that the
measure will not be in the way of their public transport service. The last, and probably most
important stakeholder is the company from Delft.
Financial statement
− €50.000 is reserved as the subsidy for the companies, here counts, every euro from a
company is a euro from the city of Delft.
− €10.000 will be reserved for the marketing of the tool, both in phase two, three and five.
− €7.000 is reserved for employees of the city of Delft to work on the project
− €14.000 (20 per cent) is reserved for unforeseen costs.
−
−
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Publish Data
Implementation steps
To make data from the city of Delft available as open data three implementation steps are
needed.
− The first implementation step is to determine what data is available in the city of Delft.
At least the parking data created by the scan car is a source of data that can become
available.
− The second step is to find out in what format the data needs to be published to
overheid.data.nl and on Delft.nl
− In the third step the data will become available
Monitoring
The data will need to be monitored on correctness but also on use. When is determined after
two years that no initiatives are taken yet with the data, it can be tried to promote this. The city
of Delft can get stakeholders together and ask what they are interested in and which data they
will need for this
Stakeholders
The data will become available within the city of Delft. The data can come from different sources,
such as the garbage trucks, city distribution, traffic light installations or the scan car. What
stakeholders are there exactly will depend on the type of data that will become an open data
source.
Financial statement
− €10.000 is reserved for 100 hours of work by and ICT specialist and a policy employee of
the government of Delft. This amount is calculated based on a €100,- per hour. This to
make sure that het amount will not be exceeded.
− €2,000 (20 per cent) is reserved for unforeseen costs.
−

€12,000 – maximum expenses of the city
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Sharing of Innovations
Implementation steps
The mobility house consists of four implementation steps. One step needs to be fulfilled until the
next one can be started.
−

−

−

−

First the project more specific, including the available location, duration of this location
and the precise description of what kind of vehicles and innovations are allowed to make
an enquiry and how they will be scored.
In the second phase the enquiry will have to be promoted so that the result is as effective
as possible and a as big as possible group of people will be aware of the possibilities and
the outlines of the enquire
In the third phase the enquiries will be collected amongst all the participants and
decisions have to be made about which initiatives are going to be present in the house
for mobility.
During the fourth phase the house for mobility will starts and the city of Delft will need
to make advertisement and make sure that users find it.

Monitoring
After the mobility house has been in use for the predetermined amount of time the performance
will be evaluated and will be looked for improvements for the next period. A survey amongst
users will need to be held to determine what kind of innovations are most appealing and if they
stimulate users to purchase or investment in such vehicles.
Stakeholders
The city of Delft will need to accommodate the place where the innovations can be presented
and where the hire procedure can start. They are also responsible for the process of choosing
who will be present in the house for mobility. The city of Delft will also use their marketing tools
to attract the proper communication for the enquiry but also for the users in phase four.
Financial statement
− €50.000 are reserved to prepare the public place where the innovations will be
presented so that it is suitable for inviting people.
− €10.000 is reserved for communication and marketing for both before the enquiry to
attract as many interested organisations as after for attracting as many people as
possible.
− €5.000 is reserved for 50 hours of labour for a city employee to set up the plan and be
responsible for the project
− €5.000 is reserved to facilitate with payment systems and other facilities needed for the
rental procedure.
− €7.000 (20 per cent) is reserved for unforeseen costs.
−
−
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Green City Centre Shuttle
Implementation steps
The green city centre shuttle will be implemented in four implementation steps.
− First the tender outline needs to be determined; this will be done in cooperation with the
local public transport operators and the concession owners in the city of Delft. Out of the
tender description it needs to be clear what is going to be scored on.
− In the second phase marketing will be done for the tender so that companies and
research institutes will have the change to investigate their opportunities.
− In the third phase the tender will be given to a participant and meetings will start to
determine the exact time plan until the measure can become available.
− In the last phase the measure will need to be put into place.
Monitoring
In implementation phase three agreements need to be made with the operator to determine
what kind of data is needed from him to keep track of the usage and satisfaction of the users.
This data will be used to determine the effect of the measure.
Stakeholders
The city of Delft will sponsor the creation of the vehicle with a subsidy and facilitate with proper
marketing so that the shuttle will be used as often as possible. Participants are responsible for
commercial income or ticketing.
Financial statement
− €30.000 is reserved for changes in the infrastructure to facility the service.
− €10.000 is reserved for marketing and communication for the shuttle.
− €8.000 (20 per cent) is reserved for unforeseen costs.

−

€48.000 are the maximum expenses of the city
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7. Conclusion and recommendations
Rising levels of CO2, NO2 and NOX are occurring and simultaneously the average temperature is
increasing. The effects are noticeable and it is becoming surer that these effects are related to
the changing climate. The European Union makes regulations for car manufacturers with and
the national governments have influence on the sustainability of mobility because of the taxation
rules and the quality of infrastructure.
Out of the EcoMobilityShift several points from the enablers can be improved, apart from finance
for sustainable transport means. Regarding the transport system the low emission vehicles and
the mobility management services can be improved the most. Especially positive indicators are
the planning of new city areas and the parking measures. Regarding the third point, the results
and impacts, Delft is scoring very high. Just a local air quality can be slightly improved, the
safety, greenhouse gasses per inhabitant and modal split are according to the tool maximum.
The indicator that is not taken into account, goods transport, also scores well because of the
emission zone and the innovative solutions for city distribution that are being looked for by
Delft. The ten measures that were worked out can contribute to the determined goals and are
assessed on these six goals, together with six indicators that are coming from the budget
description. These are CO2 reduction, public awareness, attention for Delft innovation,
investment needs, investment attracted from other parties and the term in which the measure
has effect.
The four measures that are recommended are the mobility house, this measure score especially
good on the public awareness and the attention for Delft innovation. The second measure is the
standardisation of open data, this is needed to provide companies the change to adopt this data
in their tools, this measure scores especially good on mobility management and the integration
of the transport system. The third measure is the budget for companies for the stimulation of a
sustainable mobility business plan, this scores good on the enablers and fieldlabs & innovation.
The last measure is to tender out a green city centre shuttle, this will increase the accessibility of
Delft for tourists and give them an innovative experience. This result is deriving from the
weights that is set on the different assessment point in the MCA and can be changed according
the wishes of the users.
The total cost for these measures is estimated to be €226.000 and the measures will be in place
in two years. The remainder of the budget will first be reserved as a spare budget for extra
unforeseen posts. When the €24.000 is not needed it can be used to accommodate the measures
further or it can be invested in another sustainable mobility measure.
These four measures are contributing the best to the goals, fit in the time and money budget and
contribute the most to the description for the budget and the sustainable mobility goals,
therefore they are most recommended to carry in the next time period up and until 2019.

Recommendations
The outcome of this report should be discussed internally in the city of Delft and be presented to
deputy major L. Harpe. The four measures recommended need to be discussed and adjusted if
needed. In the next period the measures need to be made more concrete by initiating contact
with possible stakeholders or other cities that already have experience with one of the
measures. With this new information a new implementation plan can be created and when the
implementation plan is complete it will be presented for approval to the city council at the end
of 2016, if the budget is accepted the process of the four measures can start.
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Appendix
Appendix 1; Public transport in Delft

Figure 1422016); public transport sytem, Delft (Source: Veolia transport,
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